
PAYMENT MOUNTING OPTIONS 

ASSEMBLY PAYMENTS



FIXED MOUNT FOR VERIFONE VX690

MSSPSTP10102 SpacePole Stack Pole Black

MSSPVER690MH02 Multigrip plate to suit the 
Verifone VX690 pin pad

The SpacePole stack is compatible with Verifone VX690 through a 
specifically designed multigrip adaptor to allow the user the best 
experience. The softer rubber grips are installed to secure the VX690 
and are compatible with all mounting systems. The multigrips are 
made from high-quality aluminium and compliment the stack. The 
SpacePole Stack allows for improved cable management; it is height 
adjustable with the ability to tilt 70° and rotate 310°.

VERIFONE E355 M-CASE

MSSPSMC10502 SpacePole M-Case for 
Verifone E355

The SpacePole M-Case for the Verifone e355 pin pad can be 
purchased on its own. It provides additional protection for the pin 
pad and is supplied with a lanyard and retractable cord allowing 
merchants to conveniently carry the pin pad around the store.

FIXED MOUNT FOR VERIFONE E355

MSSPSTP10102 SpacePole Stack Pole Black

MSSPSPMC10502 SpacePole M-Case for 
Verifone E355

The SpacePole stack is compatible with Verifone e355 mobile 
EFTPOS terminal when fitted into a mCase. The SpacePole stack 
allows for improved cable management; it is height adjustable with 
the ability to tilt 70° and rotate 310°.

This solution does not offer charging for the Verifone e355.

QUICK RELEASE MECHANISM

MSSPSPA10702 SpacePole M-Case Quick 
Release Black

An optional Quick Release mechanism can be purchased separately 
and fitted to the Verifone e355 M-Case to allow for quick removal 
from the Spacpole Stack Pole/Base.



PORTABLE CHARGING MOUNT FOR 
VERIFONE E355

MSSPSTP10102 OpenSpace Stack Pole Black

MSSPSPMC10502 OpenSpace M-Case for 
Verifone E355

TBA OpenSpace Solo Charge 
Cradle

The OpenSpace solo is a charging docking station for the VeriFone 
e355 EFTPOS pin pad. When docked into the Openspace Solo, the 
Verifone e355 can be locked in placed with the optional keylock (sold 
separately). The open space solo enables both static and mobile 
payment solutions across the store, with one payment device.

OPENSPACE VARIO – MOBILE POS 
SOLUTION

MSSPSPOS10517 Hand Strap

MSSPSPOSVA1000 OpenSpace Vario Frame for 
iPad Mini

MSSPSPMC10502 OpenSpace M-Case for 
Verifone E355

The OpenSpace Vario sled is a new solution for tablet devices to 
support mobility in the workplace. This low profile tablet sled is 
designed specifically for the iPad mini however there are sleds 
available for other popular tablets. The Vario not only protects the 
tablet, it also enables the use of accessories including pouches, 
straps and quick release options for attaching mobile payment 
devices and other mobile technology. The  M-Case fitted with the 
Verifone e355 pin pad will allow the business to maximise the use of 
the tablet no matter what location or environment the user is in.
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